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Abstract

This essay wishes to clarify, through reflective analysis, the fact of the subject’s own existence. This consciousness of this fact is a form of heightened self-understanding. It applies Ricoeur’s approach to the problem of subjectivity to the clarification of the Filipino identity. Particularly his attempt to re-inscribe the subject “within the problematic of action as
a field of potentialities”. In the same fashion, the researcher’s quest for Filipino identity anticipates the triumph of sense over non-sense that will ultimately lead the Filipino towards his quest for genuine selfhood as reflected in the conscious effort towards nation building. While Ricoeur endeavors to explain the fact of the subject’s existence by way of its several mediations (symbolic and textual), the researcher, on the other hand, attempts the clarification of the Filipino identity by way of the significance of the family.

I. Introduction

Some consider the issue regarding the Filipino identity a thing of the past. They feel that researchers have already exhausted this subject matter. Nevertheless, I am compelled to re-visit this issue in light of the fact that Philippines has not yet reached its desired goal – an integrated development where every Filipino at least enjoys the minimum requirements for a decent life.

Concerning this problem of development, several approaches have been implemented, but they have not yet borne fruit. Foremost of them is the moral recovery program. Right after the EDSA I revolution, Licuanan, for example, points out that the government embarked on a moral recovery program for the reason that “[s]elf-interest and disregard for the common good rears its ugly head. We are confronted with our lack of discipline and rigor, our colonial mentality, and our emphasis on porma (form). Despite our great display of people’s power, now we are passive once more, expecting our leaders to take all responsibility for solving our many problems”.¹ The government embarked on this program because of the following needs: the need for economic recovery, the need to reestablish democratic institutions, and the need to achieve the goals of peace and genuine social justice. Former Pres. Gloria Macapagal – Arroyo also formed the Presidential Commission on Values Formation because of “the existence of the Filipino’s strong desire to see the establishment and institutionalization of just and moral governance and the imperative to have a continuing and intensified drive against graft and corruption, patronage politics, apathy, passivity, mendicancy, factionalism and lack of patrio-
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This exercise suggests that Filipinos believe that the cause of our present troubles have to do with values, specifically cultural values. This has remained the main thrust of the values education curriculum which is “a response to a general feeling on the need for social transformation after the February 1986 People Power Revolution”. This thrust is spelled out even more clearly in the goals of the Values Education Program: “to provide and promote values education at all three levels of the educational system for the development of the human person committed to the building of a just and humane society and an independent and democratic nation”. There are several frameworks to look upon these different values. To name a few, there is the widely disseminated The DECS Values Education Framework of Minda C. Sutaria et al., the Filipino Value System framework of Serafin Talisayon and the Philippine-Value System framework of Tomas Andres. If Filipino identity is based upon what we value most, then the question arises as to which among our values we hold the dearest – to which of these values we can truly identify ourselves. The moment this value is identified, it is to become “a rallying point for unity, self-discipline, and love and pride in one’s country”.

Here I have found the approaches of Paul Ricoeur helpful. One of the routes that Ricoeur follows in understanding the self is through Jean Nabert’s “reflexive philosophy”. Accordingly, reflexive philosophy which concerns the possibility of self-understanding takes at reflexion as the “act of turning back upon itself by which a subject grasps, in a moment of intellectual clarity and moral responsibility, the unifying principle of the operations among which it is dispersed and forgets itself as subject”. Grasping the self in a moment of intellectual clarity and moral responsibility can be expanded to include an entire people.

II. What Reflexive Philosophy is

Ricoeur explains that “the idea of reflexion carries with it the desire for absolute transparency, a perfect coincidence of the self with itself, which would make consciousness of self indubitable knowledge.…. However; this desire for absolute transparency is not intuitively possible. It is
only disclosed “through the mirror of the objects and acts, the symbols and signs”. Consequently, reflection becomes interpretation.

Ricoeur explains further that all interpretation aims at overcoming the distance between the past cultural epoch to which the text belongs and the interpreter himself. To overcome this distance, the interpreter appropriates the meaning of the text to himself. He makes familiar a foreign text by making it his own. In so doing, there is a conscious effort on the part of the interpreter to arrive at a complete understanding of oneself. This, however, is only possible through his understanding of the other. Thus, hermeneutics is surmised as “self-understanding by means of understanding others”. Self-understanding by means of understanding others signifies reflection, which must not be qualified as a blind intuition. For reflection not to be a blind intuition, it must be mediated by the expressions in which life objectifies itself. Ricoeur explained that,

reflection is nothing other than the appropriation of our act of existing by means of a critique applied to the works and the acts which are the signs of this act of existing. Thus, reflection is a critique... in the sense that the cogito can be recovered only by the detour of a decipherment of the documents of its life. Reflection is the appropriation of our effort to exist and of our desire to be by means of the works which testify to this effort and this desire.

Ricoeur understands that “the increase in subjectivity... goes hand in hand with an increase in reflection and meaning. Subjectivity is granted us in and through the great variety of experiences that have shaped a cultural heritage”. The aim of reflexive philosophy is “to appropriate in praxis an originary dynamism which grounds human existence and with which the conscious, practical self does not coincide”. Through reflection, the subject recaptures itself through the expressions of life that objectify it. Nevertheless, Ricoeur recognizes the risk of the subject’s misinterpretation due to the setting in of false consciousness. This is why he also emphasizes that reflection is “the task of equating my concrete experience with the affirmation: I am. (Ricoeur 1974). This does not, however, dampen his spirit for he is positive that this is the very reason why herme-
neutics becomes relevant. Hermeneutics exists due to misinterpretations.

Reflexive philosophy becomes pertinent to Ricoeur’s project because it is neither direct nor immediate. In fact, reflection needs to be doubly indirect for the reasons that “existence is evinced only in documents of life [and that] because consciousness is first of all false consciousness, and it is always necessary to rise by means of a corrective critique from misunderstanding to understanding”.13

Nabert’s ethical philosophy seeks to recapture the primordial source of human existence, a quest made indirectly possible through the interpretation of the signs in which the “desire-to-be” is inscribed. This view implies that there is at least a direct relationship between the understanding of the signs of the “desire-to-be” and self-understanding. Henceforth, self-understanding passes through the signs in which the self inscribes itself. Ricoeur believes that there exists a relationship that is frequently disregarded, the relationship between the act of existence and the signs through which this act is represented. For Ricoeur, the sign that mediates the subject and its experience is inscribed in language. Language in turn is also inscribed in the text.

Ricoeur employs the theory of the text14 because he finds it a good guide for showing that “the act of subjectivity is not so much what initiates understanding as what terminates it. [Moreover, he takes] this terminal act [as] characterising appropriation”. To reiterate what has been said above, the rejoining of subjectivity is not the one that supports the meaning of the text. It only responds to the matter of the text as proposed meanings unfold in front of the text.

The ultimate aim in reading a text remains the understanding of what it means to the reader. To understand the text is to interpret it. And, by interpretation, this means “the concrete outcome of conjunction and renewal”.16 Conjunction and renewal are necessary elements for the reason that to read is “to conjoin a new discourse to the discourse of the text. [Furthermore,] this conjunction of discourses reveals… an original capacity for renewal which is its open character”.17 Thus, “an interpretation is not authentic unless it culminates in some form of appropriation (Aneignung), if by that term we understand the process by which one makes one’s own (eigen) what was initially other or alien (fremd)”18. As Ricoeur expounds:
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By ‘appropriation’, I understand this: that the interpretation of a text culminates in the self-interpretation of a subject who thenceforth understands himself better, understands himself differently, or simply begins to understand himself. This culmination of the understanding of a text in self-understanding is characteristic of the kind of reflective philosophy which… I have called ‘concrete reflection’.19

Nonetheless, appropriation implies “a moment of dispossession of the egoistic and narcissistic ego”.20 It is “the… making-one’s-own, of the ground of one’s existence, the home of the subject”.21 Thus, the moment of appropriation marks the appearance of the subjectivity of the reader.

III. Ricoeur’s Reflexive Philosophy and the Filipino Self

In connection with this, I apply Ricoeur’s approach to the problem of the self to the seeking of the value whereby the Filipino self is very much attached. A parallelism emerges between Ricoeur’s project of understanding the meaning of the self and my project of appropriating a meaning of the Filipino self. Inasmuch as Ricoeur mentions that the self in self-reflection can only be glimpsed through the mirror of the objects and acts, the symbols and signs wherein they are disclosed, I share in the position that culture which is “the totality of a people’s enduring shared patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting in response to their life-needs”22 is made visible through symbols.

The Filipino self needs to be fully understood by closely studying the pervasive symbolism of the Filipino self: its cultural values. Nevertheless, there are many values that are very dear to the Filipinos; the dearest of them all is the family. Thus, the attempt to understand the Filipino self is to be done by way of the Filipino’s orientation of the family.

Ricoeur’s re-appropriation of the meaning of the self developed in the course of his studies of the philosophers of the subject is not for the sake of adding into the voluminous studies about the subject. His project
is postured to re-inscribe the subject “within the problematic of action as a field of potentialities”. In other words, his desire to understand the meaning of the subject is consciously directed towards the postulation of the meaningfulness of the existence of the subject. Although there is no possible way of verifying this, “the desire for meaning, the hope for the ultimate triumph of sense over nonsense in our lives, the triumph of reconciliation… is not delusory”.24

Similarly, the pursuit to understand the Filipino self foresees a similar result. Henceforth, the Filipino self should be known because it is expected to become an impetus to act; it serves as “a rallying point for unity, self-discipline, and love and pride in one’s country”.25 Further, De Quiros points out the significance of identity saying:

[W]hat’s the big deal about identity? Well, look at countries like Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia, and look at us. With nations as with individuals, you have no sense of self, you will never know, and do, what you want. You will only know, and follow, what others tell you to.26

The importance of knowing one’s self depends on the ability of the person to appropriate his decision upon his own.

The assumption is that the moment the Filipino understands who he is, he can extend such knowledge to the societal level and eventually create a wave of true national sentiment. Arguably, knowing the Filipino self can lead to a sense of meaning and an understanding of his reason for being. Consequently, this can give the Filipino a sense of direction.

Presently, since the Filipino has not yet found a locus of control, he is unable to give direction to his endeavors. Inasmuch as the Filipino has been shaped by diverse influences, both Eastern and Western, with their opposing tendencies, he becomes confused. Seeing the best and the worst of both worlds is supposedly advantageous to the Filipino. But ignorance about his reason for being makes him incapable of threshing out the good influences from the bad influences, something that can lead his nation to the desired stability and integrated development.

Inasmuch as the way to know a nation’s identity is by its values - as Roces puts it — the Filipino self must discover itself in its values.27 In
the research of Talisayon, he found out that the core or central clusters of the Filipino value system revolve around seven values, with family/kinship orientation as the core value.  

Agoncillo echoes that among the many values, the Filipino is known for close family ties.  

Jocano also recognizes the importance that the Filipinos give to the family as it gives higher premium to its interest than to the interest of the community.  

He believes that “the family is basic to the life of Filipinos. It is the center of their universe. Much of what they do, what they think, and what they idealize, among others, are first learned within the narrow confines of the family before these are enriched, modified, or frustrated by other institutions in the larger community”.  

Curiously, the significance of this value is overwhelming because the state has strongly recognized the primacy of the family in Philippine society as enshrined in the Philippine Civil Code and the Philippine Constitution of 1986.  

The family is discerned “as a defense against a hostile world and a unit where one can turn to in case [a family member] has a serious problem”. However, this seems to counter the idea of thinking nationally for this tends to make a Filipino act parochially. Family orientation is indeed very crucial to the Filipino.  

Historically, Covar points out that during the Formative Period of the Philippine history, the Filipino was concerned with the ginhawa (inner comfort) of the tao (person) and the well-being of the sakop (ward). As the Filipino progressed in the Period of Struggle and National Consolidation, the concern now turned to civilizing of the ‘natives’, first as Spanish mesticillos, and then as little brown Americans who eventually became the ilustrados. While the Filipino during this period did begin to think about national interest and general welfare, this was undermined by the colonizers who exploited the Filipino’s family-centeredness by pitting one family against another family, one region against another region.  

As we now enter the 21st century, social scientists and communicators usually ask, “What happened to the society and culture during the Formative Period? Were they wiped out during the Period of Struggle and National Consolidation? Is there anything left in the indigenous culture and society which we could rally around the Period of Cultural Solidarity?” He then declares, “Our answers to these questions shall help guide us in our quest for values beyond 1998”.
Ramirez believes there are still things left in the indigenous culture and society that subsist in the Period of Cultural Solidarity. The traces of the Formative Period pervades in what Ramirez calls as the suppressed culture that operates vis-à-vis the dominant culture imposed by the colonizers. It might be thought of that the operating values during the Formative Period are insignificant for they are now relegated to the collective unconscious of the people. However, Ramirez elucidates that they are not insignificant for they have “become the soil in which any external item from other cultures may be grafted to assume its own unique growth and evolution”. This hidden dimension, she explains further, “is sometimes more powerful than the external elements of a culture [for it] lives in the minds and hearts of people”.

During the Period of Struggle and National Consolidation, the people’s operating values of the Formative Period were pushed aside. By the use of whip, people were forced to adopt the value system of the colonizers without positively understanding the impact of the modern practices of modernization. They adopted the practices of the colonizers out of fear, practices which were not completely assimilated and grafted to the indigenous soul of the people. In the words of McCoy, although Spain and the United States tried to forge a strong bureaucratic apparatus based upon their own laws and social practice, they could not induce compliance through shared myth or other forms of social sanction because the modern Philippine state did not evolve organically from Filipino society. They derived their authority from the implied coercion of colonial rule. Consequently, Filipinos became very religious and devout Christians, but the sharing of material goods with others, most especially to the needy, was quite difficult for them. Also, nowadays, with free enterprise, people earn more money but it is not necessarily equated with hard work. People realize that if one is clever enough, one can get money through gambling, scheming (like in graft and corruption) or some illegal way.

The simultaneous demands of these two incongruous systems on the Filipino create conflict situations which satisfy neither value system fully. Thus, in the supposed Period of Cultural Solidarity, there is really no solidarity for the reason that the operating values in the Formative Period (the traditional value system) and those of the Period of Struggle and National Consolidation (the dominant value system) are con-
tinually in conflict in this period of supposed solidarity.

No matter how passionately the Filipino strives for national solidarity, the interests of the family interfere with the interests of the nation, which might be the reason why the Filipino has the difficulty of achieving a true sense of nationalism. For this reason, to reconsider the family orientation as a core Filipino value is an imperative. This proposal reflects Bago’s perception that integrated development in the Philippines will only be achieved if the cultural values of the Filipino be re-aligned according to the intentions of the Filipinos as a nation.

Based on the analysis of various authors, family orientation as a value is seen as a hindrance to the desired development of the Filipino when it interferes with the workings of institutions with supposedly universalistic value assumptions. The pervasiveness of this family orientation can be witnessed in the constitution of political dynasties, nepotism, family corporations and profit-making educational family corporations and even religious organizations who are also not immune from the encroachment of family interests. Corruption is likewise a disease traceable to the desire of the Filipino to secure his own family. The aforementioned instances are known hindrances to national development.

In like manner, the aforementioned instances are under the hands of the Philippine elite. Inasmuch as an elite is defined as those who have or may have the power to influence the thinking of the citizenry, send charges through the body politic and civil society, alter the power configuration of the nation, and in some instances be able to seize power at the top, then the initiative of concretely redirecting the nation falls to their hands.

However, historically speaking, the elite segment of the society had been derailing the desire of the Filipino citizenry for a developed and prosperous nation for all. Let us take for example, Jose Rizal sets up *La Liga Filipina* in Manila on July 3, 1892 with the aim of inculcating moral and political principles among the population in order to attain a greater unity. Moreover, on July 7, 1892, Bonifacio establishes the *Katipunan* (Brotherhood) with the aim of uniting all Filipinos in terms of a single ideology. He enables the masses to rally behind his *Katipunan* (Brotherhood) because of his vision to bring back the *kasaganaan* (bountifulness) and the kaginhawaan (prosperity) that the Pre-Spanish Philippines enjoyed. This was the central mantra of his article published in the one and
only issue of *Kalayaan* (Freedom), the official publication of the *Katipunan*, which they attributed the rapid growth of its membership. The cry for *kalayaan* (freedom), also becomes the driving force for Filipinos to persist in fighting against the Spanish regime.

However, when the revolution was won, the expected national consolidation of the Filipino spirit did not materialize because of the *illustrado* and the *principalia’s* jockeying for power and opportunities just to assure the economic security of their own families. This demoralized the organization from the top down to the rank and file and eventually resulted in the rift between the *illustrado* and the masses.

During this period, although the spirit of nationalism is very pregnant and vibrant, Abueva maintains that “historically, some heroes and leaders have been inspiring models of a socially concerned and nationalistic leadership, but many leaders have also used their power and authority for their own benefit and for perpetuating their power and dominance in society. The latter reinforce the common tendency of citizens to be selfishly individualistic and family-oriented”. Likewise, Agoncillo, as cited by McCoy, accuses the educated *illustrados* of Manila’s nineteenth-century elites for betraying the Revolution of 1898 and collaborating thereafter with American colonialism.

In the Period of Cultural Solidarity, the Filipinos were already granted their independence and there was no more inherent fear of the colonizers. But at this time, they regressed to the ideological enculturation of the Formative Period: which emphasized the economic well-being of the *sakop* or ward, instead of increasing the emphasis on national interest and general welfare. The one that has been relegated to the unconscious has now resurfaced.

The family, although seen as the focal point of the Philippines’ underdevelopment, is also seen to be the facilitator of genuine national development. Taking the cue from Camilo Osias, reflecting on one of the Filipino languages, the Ilocano language, he realizes that an all-inclusive consciousness is imbedded in the psyche of the Filipino waiting to be roused up. His analysis of the four personal pronouns, first person under the nominative case of the Ilocano language comes out with four levels that can be made as indicators of the development, attitude, and outlook of the Filipino. Going into the four major stages in the process of broaden-
ing his concept, the Filipino may graduate from what he calls as the Siac (I) stage to the Data (You) stage then to the Dacami (We – exclusive) stage, and ultimately, to the Datayo (We – all inclusive) stage. His vision is for a Filipino to move out of the Siac stage and grow into the Datayo stage and not become stuck in the Dacami stage.51

This inner transformation must be done in the context of the family. The family as a microcosm of the society can serve as the jumping-off point for the re-consideration of the family as a core value. The success of this endeavor is seen to be decisive when the transformation is spearheaded by the elite forces of the society. Only when the elite forces of the Philippine society lead the Philippines accordingly, that is, when there is consistency between their words and deeds, will the Philippines achieve its perennial dream of a developed nation.

Even Confucius, although he sees a parallel between running a family and running a state, does not isolate the family from the state. In fact, he admonishes that “people not only loved their own parents and children, but loved the parents and children of others as well…. All men shared their social responsibilities, and all women had their social responsibilities and respective roles. Natural resources were fully used to benefit all, and were not appropriated for selfish ends. People wanted to contribute their strength and ability to society for public gain”.52 In the same end, Pope John Paul II preaches that “by means of his work man commits himself, not only for his own sake but also for others and with others. Each person collaborates in the work of others and for their good. Man works in order to provide for the needs of his family, his community, his nation, and ultimately all humanity”.53

Ultimately, even with the many regressive tendencies of family orientation as a core value, it still possesses several praiseworthy and noteworthy characteristics such as the promotion of “sobriety, education, skills, diligence, devotion to the group rather than individual interests, unconditional respect for hierarchy and emphasis on non-confrontational approaches towards human relations”.54
IV. Conclusion

As a conclusion, we might say that the transformation of the idea family into a national family depends on the positive contribution and leadership of the elite. It is the elite forces of the society who have the power to act as a force to lead us towards a developed and prosperous Philippines. So far, since colonization, instead of fostering cultural solidarity, they regressed to the securing of the well-being of the sakop. And this clannish and baranganic perspective of the family orientation became an impediment to all the governmental institutions with supposedly universalistic application. But in the present time, the elite must feel secure enough to recognize the existence of the under-privileged other. The said material prosperity should propel them to act on the ethical intention “as aiming at the ‘good life’ with and for others, in just institutions”.
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